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Standardization/Adaptation of Marketing Solutions in Companies Operating in 
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Analysis of the change of marketing solutions in the 

process of internationalisation of a company reveals that 
the formation of marketing strategy in international 

markets is an evolutionary process and decisions made 
during that process differ based on the stage of 

international development of the company. As activities 

evolve, companies encounter a critical choice: to 
standardize or to adapt strategic marketing solutions. The 

use of competitive advantages acquired during unique 

multinational operations is the main success factor when 
forming a marketing strategy in the global market. Until 

now most research claimed that in order for a company to 

be successful in foreign markets, it should evaluate its 
marketing solutions and experience and to choose one 

its aims. But researchers still do not agree on the 
definitions of standardization/adaptation and analyse these 

strategies from different aspects of these strategies.  

Research shows, that standardization of marketing 
solutions determines the use of the same marketing mix in 

the whole global market, but standardization is often of no 

use to companies because of differences of language, 
culture, consumer preferences, laws and rules, marketing 

infrastructure and competition structure in different 
countries. Complete adaptation of marketing solutions is 

also not useful because in such case companies cannot use 

advantages provided by scale economy, marketing 
knowledge and information acquired in other markets. But 

adaptation helps companies to evaluate and effectively use 

cultural differences of foreign markets as well as separate 
products, their properties and possibilities of usage. 

The newest research shows that changes of the global 

market influenced by globalization changed also the 
solutions of international marketing: seeking for successful 

international performance companies do not have to 

choose one extremity, and companies that can combine 
several alternatives may satisfy needs of consumers of the 

global market and pursue their aims more effectively. The 

objective of the global marketing strategy is to find an 
optimal combination of integration and rationalisation of 

operations and solution systems in a global market. 

Therefore this work tackles the polemic of 
standardization/adaptation of marketing solutions in the 

research on standardization and adaptation of marketing 

solutions/evaluates perspectives of integration of these 

strategies.

Keywords:     internationalization, globalization, 

marketing solutions, 
standardization/adaptation of marketing 
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Introduction

Topicality. During the two latter decades dramatic 

changes in the marketing environment, influenced by the 

transforming business environment, changed theory and 

practice of international marketing. Development of 

communication technologies and global markets 

influenced transformation of global economy, markets and 

consumers: informed and active buyers, who know their 

needs and seek to satisfy them, intensified competitiveness 

of companies and influenced the change of marketing 

solutions.  

Globalization provides opportunities for smaller 

countries, such as Lithuania, to become independent actors 

in the global market. Taking part in the global market, 

regarding changes of this market and seeking to stay 

competitive, Lithuanian companies also have to change 

their activity principles and marketing solutions and to 

react to the changing consumer needs in proper time.  

The problem. When acting in foreign markets 

marketing activities have decisive influence in creation of 

competitive advantages and value of companies and in 

making strategic company activity decisions during 

international operation. Therefore when companies start 

their activities in foreign markets, they change their 

activity strategy and marketing solutions that are related to 

marketing solutions also evolve together with it into 

foreign markets.  

As business internationalisation develops, companies 

encounter a critical choice of strategic marketing solutions 

strategies of marketing solutions (standardization and 

adaptation) are presented as the main ones when seeking to 

enter foreign markets and to operate there.  

But researchers still do not agree on the definitions of 

standardization/adaptation and analyse these strategies 

from different aspects and choose different constructs of 

analysis of these strategies; they do not assess the 

possibility to integrate the two approaches for pursuing 

objectives of companies in foreign markets. Therefore this 
work tackles the polemic of standardization/adaptation of 



marketing solutions and evaluates perspectives of 

integration of these strategies.
The object of this article is standardization/

adaptation of marketing solutions in the process of 

The aim of the article is

theoretical analysis of standardization/adaptation of 

Tasks of the article: 

process of internationalisation, 

To analyse and summarize research on 

standardization/adaptation of marketing solutions and 

their outcomes, 

Research methodology used is systematic and 

ic literature and analysis of 

Evolution of marketing in the process of 

internationalisation

Seeking to operate in international markets, companies 

during a later stage of expansion into foreign markets 

specific needs of the local ma

are coordinated seeking for greater efficiency, and 

mechanisms are created for coordination of the general 

These decisions on expansion of the company into foreign 

of companies according to managerial orientation
1
,
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A company that operates in the local market and that 

socio-cultural and technological changes that may 

influence the demand of products of the company in the 

competitors that may raise main threats to the company are 

that operate in the inner 

market are ethnocentric 

such changes as changes of lifestyle or market segments, 

During the first stages of export the process of 

internationalisation is the outcome of adjustment of an 

expanding company under changing conditions and its 

company remain in the inne

foreign markets only as expanded local markets and does 

company does not perform any immediate analysis of the 

at applies export strategy 

conditions for their occupation, uses secondary 

In the beginning of international activities the main 

e the company can supply its 

thus to expand scale economy in the international market 

mpany concentrates on the 

1
s of managerial orientation of 

national market as the most important one and seek to transfer solutions 

applied in this market  polycentric orientation 

applied for separate regions of countries, and each of such regions is 

2



product and acquired skills (e.g.: innovative and high-

quality products, patented processes, etc.), that may be 

ethnocentric orientation persists; products are 

manufactured firstly for consumers of the local country 
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Figure 1. Evolution of marketing strategy (adapted and based on Douglas and Craig, 1989) 

Having started its activities in several or more 

countries, a company seeks to find new ways for growth 

and development and thus further internationalises its 

activities. The situation in foreign markets differs 

substantially from the situation in the local market, and all 

that has been gained during operation in the local market is 

not sufficient. When making strategic solutions local as 

well as foreign markets become equally important, so the 

company changes export strategy for strategy of activities, 

developed according to separate countries, i.e. the 

company adopts polycentric orientation.
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Figure 2. Economy of Scale (Douglas and Craig, 1989) 

A company does not strive to enter new markets all the 

time but seeks to develop its activities in those markets 

where it already operates. The main aim of this stage is to 

create a strategy that would help to create mass production 

economy in each country where the company operates, and 

the acquired competencies would stimulate growth of the 

local market. Based on researched performed by Teece 

(1982) and Wind & Douglas (1981), it may be stated that 

in this stage the most attention is given to the identification 

of possibilities of allotment of marketing expenses, 

common development of manufacture and allotment; 

bigger extra administration expenditure and expenses of 

unit manufacture are disintegrated through increased sales 

in separate countries of activities. The company receives 

profit also from acquired technological and market 

knowledge. Adopted solutions encompass product and 

strategy adaptations for each country, thus seeking to 

expand and control local markets efficiently, and to attract 

new segments. Such solutions encompass product 

adaptation as well as creation of new products and brands, 

i.e. markets are assessed according to development 

potential and possibilities of realisation of scope economy. 

Having enough potential, having acquired knowledge and 

experience of international activities, a company may refer 

to ideas of leaders in certain foreign markets and may 

create even better products than leaders of those markets, 

making smaller investments. 

In the last stage of internationalisation of activities of 

companies, with the change of

and the influence of the outer environment 

orientation changes into a global one, i.e. attention is 

concentrated on increase of operation efficiency, 

development of the mechanism of activity coordination, 

and strategy integration in all countries of activities. The 

company creates marketing solutions and allocates 

resources with regard to needs of the global market. At the 

same time the company reject its national orientation, and 

countries where the company operates are assessed as 



markets that are related to and dependent on each other 

that become one global market of the company, i.e. the 

company bases itself on geocentric orientation of 

activities. In this stage the company seeks to use the 

synergy that is received when operating globally and 

advantages of operations, acquired during multinational 

activities (Fig. 3).  
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Figure 3. Synergy of international operations (Douglas and Craig, 1989) 

Such capital of the company as manufacturing 

technologies, managerial experience, and brand or image 

are used in many markets of the company, marketing 

solutions adapted to global operation strengthen the 

possibilities of scale economy of manufacture and 

logistics. The main solutions of a company in this stage is 

the increase of efficiency of operations with the aim to 

reach better coordination and rationalisation of operations 

in different countries and among different functional areas, 

creation of a global marketing strategy that encompasses 

the global vision of activities and integration of activities 

in different countries, assessing conditions and needs of 

each country. 

The objective of the global marketing strategy is to 

find an optimal combination of integration and 

rationalisation of operations and solution systems in a 

global market. The use of competitive advantages acquired 

during unique multinational operations is the main success 

factor when forming a marketing strategy in the global 

market. 

Integration of standardization and adaptation of 

marketing solutions when companies operate in 

foreign markets 

With the development of business internationalisation, 

companies encounter a critical choice of strategic 

marketing solutions: as an outcome of internationalisation 

traditionally two strategies of international marketing 

(standardization and adaptation) are presented as the main 

ones when striving to enter foreign markets and operate 

there (e.g., Levitt, 1983; Douglas and Wind, 1987; 

Onkvisit and Shaw, 1987; Jain, 1989; Samiee and Roth, 

1992; Szymanski et al., 1993; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994; 

Medina and Duffy, 1998; Zou and Cavusgil, 2002; Ryans 

et al., 2003). 

Although the paradigm of standardization/ adaptation 

has been analysed for more than four decades, theoretical 

basis of this problem is weak (Ryans et al., 2003). Firstly, 

the never-ending discussions of standardization/adaptation 

of the marketing mix are connected with the fact that 

different researchers use different concepts. In his works in 

1983 Levitt analysed the performed research that studied 

standardization of marketing strategy in foreign markets 

processes without clear definition of differences of these 

terms. Based on works of Levitt (1983), many researchers 

replacing or supplementing one another or equal to each 

other (e.g., Douglas and Wind, 1987; Onkvisit and Shaw, 

1987; Porter, 1986; 1991; Jain, 1989; Samiee and Roth, 

1992; Szymanski et al., 1993; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994), 

thus creating confusion in research of marketing strategies 

in foreign markets. Later there was an attempt to define the 

concept of standardization clearly: Jain (1989) defined 

standardization of the marketing mix as one marketing mix 

for the whole global market, whereas Cavusgil and Zou 

assessed standardization of the marketing mix as a 

standardized allocation of resources between elements of 

the marketing mix in various markets of activities, later 

supplementing this definition of standardization by the 

concept of globalization and stating that standardization 

marketing activities in various countries through 

standardization of elements of the marketing mix, 

concentration and coordination of marketing activities and 

(2002). But there was no solid concept of standardization 

that would not raise polemic, therefore having analysed 

and evaluated conceptions and definitions of 

standardization presented by many researchers, Medina 

and Duffy (1998) presented another summarized definition 

process of development of standards (tangible and/or 

inner target market abroad the country and their effective 

the presented definitions of standardization it may be 

stated that in general the perspective of standardization is 

based on homogenisation of markets and consumer 

behaviour and benefit provided by standardization.  

A similar situation appeared when seeking to present 

the definition of adaptation: up till now most researchers 

process, stating that these are the antipodes of 

standardization of the marketing mix (Douglas and Wind, 

1987; Szymanski et al., 1993). But there are scientists who 

think that adaptation and adjustment of the marketing mix 

are different strategies of the marketing mix (Medina and 

Duffy, 1998). Based on Medina and Duffy, adaptation is 

inner target market with the aim to make the product 

suitable for conditions of the environment of foreign 

(tangible and/or intangible attributes) or products intended 

the products economically and culturally suitable for 

In order to reveal the polemic of research on 

standardization/adaptation better, this article will further 

discuss research performed on application of these 



strategies for marketing solutions when companies operate 

in foreign markets, and their results. 

solutions. Johansson (2000) defines standardized 

marketing strategy as marketing activities that are 

coordinated in many countries that generally integrate 

standardized products and services, identical product 

brands, synchronized product presentations in markets, 

alike or very similar advertisement messages, and 

coordinated sales campaigns that are carried out at the 

same time in several countries. Keegan and Green (2000) 

indicate that the strategy of standardization has the ability 

to combine other activities and strategies with universal 

marketing solutions that help to achieve global success of 

activities. Besides, scale economy of manufacture, 

allotment of resources, advantages provided by resources 

of the global market and the possibility to copy activities 

that have been carried out in one country successfully in 

other countries stimulate companies to operate in the 

global market (Yip, 1992; Johansson, 2000). 

Advocates of standardization state that companies that 

have made use of advantages provided by the global 

market may more easily satisfy assimilated needs of 

consumers of different countries, use global sales 

networks, move marketing solutions from one country to 

another and use advantages acquired by the company (e.g., 

Levitt, 1983; Ohmae, 1989, Douglas and Craig, 19896; 

Yip, Loewe and Yoshino, 1988).  

Research performed by Ohmae (1989) reveals that 

consumer needs assimilate, therefore companies should not 

be stopped by seemingly different cultural, economical, 

and political systems in different countries. Companies 

have to seek for possibilities to rationalise activity 

operation on the global scale and to assess the whole world 

as one global market. In their research Prahalad and Bettis 

(1986) emphasize the increasing dependence of markets of 

independent countries, so companies that seek to become 

globally effective competitors have to transcend national 

fragmentarities and expand activity operations in different 

countries based on advantages provided by standardization.  

Based on research by Dahringer and Muhlbacher 

(1991), advantages provided by standardized strategy and 

business globalization are concentration and coordination 

of business activities, where concentration means 

centralized decision-making, usually combined with 

standardization of high-level business decisions. 

Companies that operate in the global market acquire a 

competitive advantage that is difficult to copy, may 

decrease general and logistics expenditure, standardizing 

such activities as marketing solutions, services to 

consumers, creation and use of information technologies, 

and procedures of other activities in all markets of 

activities (e.g., Segal-Horn, 1996; Keegan and Green, 

2000).  

Based on Kogut (1989), the choice of standardized 

grow and to remain in the market. This researcher thinks 

that companies that do not make use of possibilities of the 

global market risk to loose 

stronger and more competitive global competitors may 

drive them out of these markets. Lamont (1996) states that 

a standardized strategy stimulates companies to search for 

new markets, new segments, and new niches, to create new 

purchase and sales and marketing solutions, because when 

seeking to implement this strategy successfully it is 

global scale, to analyse local and foreign markets, to find 

new partners, to buy services that supplement activities, 

and to control expenditure for transactions. 

Summarising the research of the scientists, who 

support standardized business decisions, it may be stated 

that such strategy is useful because of several reasons: 

1. big scale economy is received in activities of big 

additional value, especially in research, 

development, manufacture, and marketing; 

2. a consistent image of the company/brand is 

presented in many countries at the same time, which 

is very important when assessing the increasing 

consumer mobility; 

3. management problems are decreased by better 

coordination and control of international operations. 

Referring to competitive advantage, Zou and Cavusgil 

(2002) summarized the research on standardized marketing 

strategy and grouped it into three approaches (see Table 1). 

Table 1 

Major perspectives of marketing standardization strategy (Zou and Cavusgil, 2002) 

Standardization 

perspective

Scale Economies 

Low-cost 

Simplification 

Product standardization 

Promotion standardization 

Standardized channel 

structure

Standardized price 

Convergence of cultures 

Similarity of demand 

Low trade barriers 

Technological advances 

Orientation of firm 

Efficiency 

Consistency 

Transfer of ideas 

Configuration-

coordination perspective 

Comparative 

advantage

Interdependency 

Specialization

Concentration of value-

chain activities 

Coordination of value-

chain activities 

Low trade barriers 

Technological advances 

Orientation of firm 

international experience 

Efficiency 

Synergies

Integration perspective Cross-subsidization 

Competitive 

dislocation

Rationalization

Integration of competitive 

moves 

Global market participation 

Low trade barriers 

Orientation of firm 

international experience 

Integrated markets 

Effectiveness in 

competition 

Competitive 

leverage 



Based on this grouping, researchers, who support the 

attitude of standardization, state that a company may be 

defined as using the global marketing strategy if it 

standardizes its marketing programme in different markets 

(e.g., Levitt, 1983; Jain, 1989; Ohmae, 1989; Samiee and 

Roth, 1992; Cavusgil, Zou and Naidu, 1993; Johansson, 

2000). According to supporters of this approach, the main 

competitive advantage of a company that is using the 

global marketing strategy is the possibility to produce 

high-quality products with small expenditure. The main 

advantage of using standa

activities is scale economy of manufacture and marketing 

(Levitt, 1983), consistency that is matched up to 

consumers (e.g., Zou, Andrus and Norvell, 1997; Laroche 

et al., 2001), and possibility to use good ideas on the global 

scale (e.g., Ohmae, 1989). 

Supporters of the configuration-coordination attitude

of the standardization strategy state that with the help of 

such strategy a company may use the synergy that exists 

among markets of different countries and competitive 

advantages acquired in different countries (e.g., Porter, 

1986; Craig and Douglas, 2000). Based on this attitude, 

proper configuration and specialisation of activities enable 

a company to use specific competitive advantages of the 

local market on the global scale through scale economy, 

scope of manufacture, and learning (e.g., Yip, 1992; Zou 

and Cavusgil, 1996). Therefore concentration of activities 

of the value chain executed in different countries (seeking 

for most efficient execution) helps the company to 

maximise efficiency of activities. 

According to the integration attitude, the most 

important success factor of standardized marketing 

strategy is participation in all biggest markets of the world 

seeking to acquire competitive power and effective 

those markets. According to researchers, in global 

industries activities of a company in different markets are 

dependent on each other, so the company must be able to 

subsidize certain activities in one market by resources 

acquired in other markets and to react to actions of 

competitors in one market, realising the response in 

another markets (e.g., Ghoshal, 1993; Birkinshaw, 

Morrison and Hulland, 1995; Zou and Cavusgil, 1996). 

Researchers, who contradict the perspective of 

standardization (e.g., Shoham, 1995; Ruigrok et al., 1995; 

Craig et al., 1992), state that standardization and its 

ideology is overestimated. According to Svensson (2001), 

theoretically it is possible to create a unified marketing 

strategy for the global market, but in practice certain 

changes of marketing solutions are necessary, seeking to 

pursue global business successfully. In the best case a 

standardized marketing strategy may exist on the level of 

strategic decision-making, whereas operational and tactical 

solutions should be adjusted for needs of a certain market. 

According to research of Douglas and Wind (1987), 

standardization of the marketing mix is possible only under 

certain conditions, such as existence of a global market 

segment, synergy determined by standardization, 

attainability of the infrastructure of communication and 

distribution that ensures the supply of 

products to the target market on the global scale. Besides, 

the standardization approach is oriented more towards the 

product and is not based on the orientation of consumers or 

competitors (e.g., Douglas and Wind, 1987), therefore this 

approach is considered to be short-lived and leading to 

failure (e.g., Cateora, 1993; Laughlin et al., 1994): a 

company that emphasizes th

assess the differing special needs of consumers in different 

countries and may become vulnerable with regard to 

Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). 

Standardization of the marketing mix is the subject of 

impediments may have negative influence on the 

ternational market (e.g., 

Cateora, 1993; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). Incompatibility 

and standardization of the marketing mix that is being 

implemented may be assessed as an inner impediment: too 

speedy mastering of global standardization may determine 

disbalance of the created operations, financial and 

managerial losses (e.g., Douglas and Wind, 1987). Besides, 

standardization often encounters great resistance from 

local divisions of the company (e.g., Ohmae, 1989), and 

this may influence efficiency of the implementation of the 

international experience (e.g., Andrus and Norvell, 1990; 

Cavusgil et al., 1993; Douglas and Craig, 1989) and level 

of participation in international activities (e.g., Andrus and 

Norvell, 1990).  

On the outside standardization is influenced by 

regulation rules of different markets and differences in 

the standardization strategy may be not flexible enough to 

adapt to rules of different markets such as environmental 

protection requirements, product safety standards, and 

other local rules (e.g., Cavusgil et al., 1993; Wind, 1986). 

It is even more important that standardization is influenced 

by cultural differences and strategies of competitors: a 

standardized strategy may be applied only to markets that 

are culturally similar by actively reacting to actions of 

competitors (e.g., Cateora, 1993; Zou and Cavusgil, 1996).  

solutions. Supporters of adaptation of marketing solutions 

state that, despite the increasing globalization, differences 

of separate countries when evaluating such dimensions as 

consumer needs, usage conditions, purchasing power, 

commercial infrastructure, culture and traditions, laws, and 

technological development are still very distinct, therefore 

(e.g., Terpstra and Sarathy, 2000). Levitt (1960, p.56) 

that a company should take actions that 

stimulate the demand. It should adapt itself according to 

market requirements, and this should be done sooner or 

markets, business is created and implemented in societies, 

therefore it is necessary to understand the needs of all 

those societies and to take them into consideration when 

making and executing business decisions.

Researchers, who emphasize the necessity of 

adaptation, think that strategy standardization is a new 



market reality as much as possible and to deny the 

conception of marketing (e.g., Wind, 1986; Douglas and 

Wind, 1987). According to Svensson (2001), global 

marketing is a managerial utopia, although strategies of 

global marketing may be successfully implemented on the 

global level. According to Dow (2005), the theory of 

global marketing may determine bankruptcy for most 

companies, because cultural and other market differences 

as well as separate products, their properties and usage 

possibilities may determine wrong marketing mix solutions 

of a company. Supporters of adaptation also state that the 

most important objective of a company is not minimisation 

of costs through standardization, but long-term 

profitability, achieved by satisfying various consumer 

needs in different countries and thus ensuring of bigger 

sales (e.g., Onkvisit and Shaw, 1990; Rosen, 1990; 

Whitelock and Pimblett, 1997). 

Champy (1997) indicates that companies should assess 

cultural and ethnical differences of markets, according to 

Elimimian (1997), global marketing solutions are made 

also under the influence of a certain culture, therefore 

sensitivity towards cultural differences should be evaluated 

when making decisions for the global market. Other 

sources (e.g., Douglas and Wind, 1987; Onkvisit and 

Shaw, 1990; Tersptra and Sarathy, 2000) indicate that 

market characteristics, conditions of the industry branch, 

marketing institutions and laws determine the necessity to 

and needs of the local market. Supporters of the adaptation 

approach indicate that only several markets may be 

evaluated as being completely the same, therefore 

adaptation with regard to national needs is necessary in 

order to attract consumers and to maximise sales (e.g., 

Wills, Samli and Jacobs, 1991).  

Summarising the research of Wind (1986), it is 

possible to identify three reasons why companies should 

not strive for the standardization strategy and globalization 

of activities: 

1) standardized products are too complicated for some 

markets and too simple for other markets, 

2) the striving for global activities may harm existing 

networks of activities of the company, 

3) standardization suppresses entrepreneurship. 

Summarising research on international marketing 

strategy adaptation, Dow (2005) grouped such research 

into three groups (Table 2). 

Table 2 

Groups of research on adaptation of marketing strategy (Dow, 2005) 

Research examining the relationships 

between:

environmental factors,  

firm characteristics, and  

degree of adaptation. 

Research examining the relationships 

between:

degree of adaptation, and 

performance. 

Research examining the relationships 

between:

environmental factors,  

firm characteristics,  

degree of adaptation, and 

performance.. 

According to Dow (2005), in the multitude of research 

on adaptation firstly scientists, who analysed the level of 

adaptation of international marketing solutions of a 

company according to interaction of the outer environment 

1st research group). This research group refers to the 

classical paradigm of contingency and describes the 

experience in international market, and attributes cultural 

distance between markets, the nature of competitiveness in 

the market and stages of the product life-cycle to the outer 

environment. But this research does not analyse results of 

best results of companies in international markets are not 

evaluated.  

The second group that researches adaptation in 

international marketing represents an opposite position to 

the one analysed earlier and evaluates only the interaction 

of the level of international marketing strategy adaptation 

and results of activities, but does not analyse the influence 

of factors of the company and the environment. Meanwhile 

the third group of research on adaptation seeks to evaluate 

characteristics of a company as well as its environment, 

results of activities as well as their interaction with the 

level of adaptation as a company internationalizes its 

activities, but the complexity of such research and their 

small quantity still does not enable to assess the received 

results properly. 

But the newest research of activities of companies in 

foreign markets reveal that standardization/adaptation 

solutions of marketing strategy of a company should be 

dependent on the situation in the market, the chosen level 

of standardization/adaptation 

achieved results, and experience in the international market 

(e.g., Onkvisit and Shaw, 1987; Jain, 1989; Cavusgil et al., 

1993; Cavusgil and Zou, 1994). According to Douglas and 

Wind (1987), Walters and Toyne (1989), standardization 

and adaptation should be evaluated as two extremities of 

one environment, and the most important decision of a 

company is to foresee which strategic elements should or 

must be standardized or adapted and to what extent, under 

what conditions and when. 

Conception of glocalisation and adaptability in the 

context of internationalisation transformation 

According to the newest research, Bartlett and Ghoshal 

(1989) indicate that the increasing complexity, versatility 

and dynamism of the environment of international business 

determine success of companies that operate in foreign 

markets and that are able to combine trans-national 

organisation with multidimensional abilities. Referring to 



this approach, some researchers suggest using the 

perspective of contingency in the polemic of 

standardization and adaptation. According to this 

perspective, companies that operate in foreign markets 

should have eclectic abilities to seek integration, sensitivity 

and learning on the global scale at the same time, and 

standardization and adaptations should not be evaluated as 

approaches that cannot be coordinated (e.g., Jain, 1989; 

Cavusgil et al., 1993).  

According to the theory of

decision to standardize or adapt its marketing strategy 

depends upon the situation and has to be determined by 

analysis of the influence of contingent factors for the 

Besides, the level of standardization/adaptation of the 

marketing strategy should be chosen assessing its influence 

Onkvisit and Shaw, 1987; Jain, 1989; Cavusgil and Zou, 

1994).  

In 2001 Svensson suggested using an approach that 

joined standardization and adaptation, i.e. to evaluate a 

. According to the researcher, the concept of 

aspects of the strategy of 

local, international, multinational and global marketing 

(see Table 3). 

Table 3 

The concept of glocal marketing (Svensson, 2001) 

Global marketing Glocal marketing Local and domestic 

marketing 

International, and ultinational marketing 

Strives to 

marketing activities in 

terms of: 

Strive to  marketing activities in 

terms of: 

Strive to 

marketing activities in 

terms of: 

Strive to  marketing activities in 

terms of: 

(i.e. exclusively) 

- Standardization 

- Homogenization 

- Similarity 

- Diffusion 

- Dependence

- Synchronization 

- Integration  

(i.e. balance and harmony) 

- Standardization versus adaptation,

- Homogenization versus tailoring,

- Similarity versus difference, 

- Concentration versus diffusion, 

- Dependence versus independence, 

- Synchronization versus flexibility, 

- Integration versus separation. 

(i.e. exclusively) 

- Adaptation

- Tailoring

- Difference 

- Concentration 

- Independence 

- Flexibility

- Separation 

(i.e. primarily) 

- Standardization 

- Homogenization 

- Similarity 

- Concentration 

- Dependence

- Synchronization 

- Integration 

(i.e. secondarily) 

- Adaptation

- Tailoring

- Difference 

- Diffusion 

- Independence 

- Flexibility

- Separation  

The objective of local and native marketing is to 

maximise adaptation, adjustment to conditions, differences 

and other characteristics of the local market. Local and 

native marketing strategy acknowledges local market 

aspects as especially important for marketing solutions. 

International strategy expands local and national 

marketing strategies, applying in foreign markets those 

marketing solutions of the national/local market that are 

suitable also for foreign markets, whereas the nature of 

multinational marketing strategy is to choose some markets 

from many markets where it can apply marketing solutions 

that have already been implemented. International and 

multinational marketing strategies acknowledge the 

necessity to adjust some marketing solutions to the needs 

of foreign markets, but their main aim is global 

development, i.e. companies that follow these strategies 

firstly seek to maximise standardization, similarities, 

homogenisation, concentration and synchronisation of 

marketing solutions, and integration, but they also 

acknowledge the possibility to adapt those marketing 

solutions that are essential for successful operation of the 

company in foreign markets.Whereas the aim of the global 

marketing strategy is exclusively to standardize marketing 

solutions at the maximum, to concentrate, synchronise and 

integrate marketing activities in all markets of the world, 

i.e. the outcome of the global marketing strategy is the 

same marketing solutions in the whole global market, 

while the result of international and multinational 

marketing strategies is marketing solutions that are the 

same in certain situations and meanwhile in other 

situations adaptation of marketing solutions with regard to 

the unique market situation and characteristics is chosen. 

According to Svensson (2002), despite the very wide 

usage of the concept of global marketing strategy, very 

often actions typical of international and multinational 

marketing are analysed instead of global solutions. Seeking 

marketing strategy. This strategy differs from the global 

marketing strategy because it acknowledges the 

importance of local and national factors for marketing 

solutions, besides, it encompasses also typical activities of 

international and multinational marketing. 

     Local/national  International/    Global 

              Multinational 

Field of Marketing Activities 

The Level of Marketing Decisions 

      Operational        Tactical  Strategic 

No 

Yes Yes Yes 

Yes/No No Global marketing

Glocal marketing

co
n

st
ru

c
ts

Figure 4. Marketing solutions during the application 

of strategies of global and glocal marketing (Svensson, 2002) 

Glocal marketing encompasses a wider area of the 

4), because glocal marketing solutions may be made in 

operational as well as tactical levels (e.g.: decisions of 

support or allocation), whereas the exclusive area of global 

marketing is the strategic level of decision-making, 

because in the decisions of tactical and operational levels 

the aspects of adaptation, differences, flexibility, etc. are 

evaluated. 



When analysing the newest research of marketing 

strategies when companies operate in foreign markets, it 

may be seen that more and more researchers think that 

global marketing solutions cannot be made in the strategic 

level or these decisions/solutions should be abstract 

enough since a changed competitive environment 

determines a smaller use of standardization and a bigger 

marketing strategy should be coordinated in all levels of 

decision-making, so strategic decisions of global marketing 

should not contradict tactical and operational decisions and 

actions of the company. 

Having evaluated the research performed earlier, it 

may be stated that standardization of global marketing 

solutions determines the use of the same marketing mix in 

the whole global market, but global standardization often is 

of no use to companies because of differences of language, 

culture, consumer preferences, laws and rules, marketing 

infrastructure and competition structure in different 

countries. Complete adaptation of marketing solutions is 

also not useful because in such cases companies cannot use 

advantages provided by scale economy, marketing 

knowledge and information acquired in other markets. 

Therefore, when making decisions about marketing 

activities when operating in foreign markets, a company 

should evaluate advantages and drawbacks of 

standardization and adaptation and should seek to integrate 

those two approaches in its activities.  

Building on this theoretical study, our further research 

will explore factors, which determine the degree of 

standardization/adaptation of marketing solutions in 

foreign markets analyzing companies with different 

characteristics and possibilities to create a model, which 

describe transformation of marketing solutions in the 

Conclusions 

1. Analysis of the change of marketing solutions in the 

process of internationalisation of a company reveals 

that the formation of marketing strategy in 

international markets is an evolutionary process. As 

activities evolve, companies encounter a critical 

choice: to standardize or to adapt strategic marketing 

solutions. 

2. Standardization of marketing solutions determines the 

use of the same marketing mix in the whole global 

market, but standardization is often of no use to 

companies because of differences of language, culture, 

consumer preferences, laws and rules, marketing 

infrastructure and competition structure in different 

countries.  

3. Complete adaptation of marketing solutions is also not 

useful because in such case companies cannot use 

advantages provided by scale economy, marketing 

knowledge and information acquired in other markets. 

But adaptation helps companies to evaluate and 

effectively use cultural differences of foreign markets 

as well as separate products, their properties and 

possibilities of usage. 

4. The newest research of activities of companies in 

foreign markets reveals that companies that operate in 

foreign markets must have eclectic abilities and, at the 

same time, strive for integration, sensitivity and 

learning on a global scale. At the same time 

standardization and adaptation should not be assessed 

as opposite approaches, and the main decision of a 

company that operates in foreign markets should be to 

determine the level of standardization/adaptation of 

marketing solutions that should or must be 

accomplished. 

5. Seeking for successful performance in foreign 

markets, Lithuanian companies should also assess the 

possibility to integrate standardization and adaptation 

strategies when applying marketing solutions and in 

such way to seek for efficient satisfaction of the needs 

of the global market and for implementation of the set 

objectives. Unfortunately, there is a lack of sufficient 

and validate research in transition economies, such as 

Lithuania, analyzing companies that operate in foreign 

markets and their marketing solutions in the terms of 

standardization/adaptation perspectives. The lack of 

such research leads to the problem of determination of 

standardization and adaptation perspectives of 

companies in transition economies. 

6. Seeking to find an answer which of perspectives: 

adaptation, standardization or integration of 

adaptation/standardization of marketing solutions is 

more useful for implementation of the set objectives in 

foreign markets, exhaustive empirical research 

analyzing marketing solutions in foreign markets and 

the efficiency of activities of companies with different 

characteristics (large/small, acting in the market for a 

long term/with no experience companies, etc.) are 

needed. Further research work in this direction should 

allow to identify factors which determine the degree of 

standardization/adaptation of marketing solutions in 

foreign markets and to prepare the model of marketing 

internationalization process. 
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Monika Alimien , Rita Kuvykait

Marketingo sprendim

standartizacijos ir adaptacijos integracija 

Santrauka 

Internacionalizuodama savo veikl , mon  priima strateginius 

veiklos pl tros sprendimus, kurie priklauso nuo jos patirties ir vykdomos 

veiklos vietin je rinkoje. Pagrindiniai mon

 kitas rinkas perkelti vietin totas strategijas ir 



geb jimus, pasinaudoti 

operacij  sinergijos efektu. Literat ros studijos 

aig, 1986), kad  

mon tros 

mon s tarptautin tros etape priimami 

sprendimai d jimo d

metod , jimo tros

rinkas etape mon tros per 

preki  adaptacij , preki tr  ir nauj  preki  k rim  specifiniams 

 ir 

operacijos ir kuriami mechanizmai bendrai strategijai koordinuoti bei 

mon tros

 ir konkurencinius 

s rinkos  kit  ir s mon

s  regionin  . 

mon s, prad

strategij

mon tra mon s marketingo 

sprendim

pagrindin s siekiant eiti

mon s,

jusius skirting  poreikius, pasinaudoti 

 kit  ir pasinaudoti mon s

strategijos pasirinkimas suteikia 

rinkoje. mon mis, 

 rink

s konkurentai. Standartizuota strategija skatina 

 rink , nauj  segment , nauj ,

etingo sprendimus, nes, siekiant 

s kmingai  strategij , b

mon

partneri

s naudas.  

Tuo tarpu marketingo sprendim

ian

s  infrastrukt ra ir tradicijos, 

s, tod tinas

mon

ti

s kmingai 

mon naud

mon s turi rinius ir etinius rink

skirtumus: rinkos charakteristikos, pramon

institucijos, statymai s tinyb  adaptuoti mon

s rinkos s  ir poreiki  . 

Kai kurie moni

mon s marketingo strategijos 

rinkoje, pasirinktos mon s marketingo strategijos,  strategijos adaptacijos 

ti mon s dyd

tarptautin  rinkose, standartizacija ir 

adaptacija turi b ios sprendim  grup

monei ia yra numatyti, kokiomis s

riu, tyr

standartizacijos

atsitiktinumo (kontingencijos) 

perspektyva. ios 

mon jimais tuo pat metu siekti 

integracijos, jautrumo ir mokymosi pasa

adaptacija neturi b

riai. Taikant atsitiktinumo teorij , mon s sprendimas standartizuoti 

ti 

s takos mon s

s. Be to, marketingo strategijos standartizacijos/adaptacijos 

ti pasirinktas tak mon

tarptautin  naudotis 

standartizacij  ir adaptacij  sujungian riu, t.y. mon tros ir 

glokaliai

, tarptautinio, daug

, prisitaikym s

rinkos s , skirtum sta 

 sprendim

koncepcija, kuri sujung

 marketingo 

sprendimams, be to, ji apima ir

Apibendrinant teorijos studijas,

marketingo sprendim  standartizacija s

mon ms d r ,

 preferencij , statym , marketingo infrastrukt ros ir 

konkurencijos strukt ros 

sprendim  adaptacija taip pat n mon

 rink  gaut

mon  turi 

adaptacijos strategij

rius.  

Siekdamos s mon s taip 

pat turi  integruoti standartizacijos ir adaptacijos 

strategijas taikant marketingo spre

s rinkos poreikius bei 

Ta ra pakankamai pagr st  tyrim , kuriais remiantis b t

, toki

moni  priimamus marketingo sprendimus, 

 sprendim

Tod st  tyrim

pereinamosios ekonomikos moni i

marketingo sprendim  standartizacijos ir adaptacijos integracijos 
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